
Daily Devotion For February 10, 2022 

 

“Ants are creatures of little strength, yet they store up their food in the 

summer.”  Proverbs 30:25 

 

How do you feel about ants?   Well, if you are anything like me, you know 

that ants can be a problem.   That’s why yesterday our Terminix guy came 
for his quarterly spraying around our home.    

 

Yet, as we read through the book of Proverb’s we see that ants are 

mentioned several times.  King Solomon wrote, “Ants are creatures of little 

strength yet by storing up food in the summer they can survive and work 

throughout the year.”  

 

You may have already noticed, but if you look at the ant you will find that 

they dwell in colonies.  Each colony consists of approximately 60,000 - 

90,000 ants -- they really can't prosper on their own.   They need each 

other.  How does a colony of that many ants to work together?   The only 

reason it works is that they operate in unity.  Each ant shares the same 
purpose, the same goal, and the same aim. 

 

Just as ants can't prosper on their own, neither can we as believers.  As ants 

need each other, so do God's children.  We need to dwell together as they 

do.  The way we dwell together is by sharing the same purpose.  We don't 

have to agree on when the tribulation or rapture is going to happen.  Those 

are all secondary things.   But we do have to be intent on the same purpose, 

to glorify God and spread His Word, to love God and each other.   

 

Thought For Today:  Let's aim to accomplish the task that God has set 

before us by working together to build his kingdom.  What part will you 

play? 

 
Today’s Prayer Focus:  Thank God that we can learn great lessons from a 

little ant.   Pray that we would be in unity to build God’s Kingdom.   Deo 

Volente.   
 

 

 
 


